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FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE

Slowly, a moon lifts up into the view and a pirate shuttle

glides past the CAMERA, moving toward it. The shuttle and

its hyperspace module separate, against the moon. We see a

couple of masked drivers inside the shuttle as it moves

alone. Wherever we are, we are not in SOLAR SYSTEM.

SUPERIMPOSE: 2030

EXT. MOON - OUT OF HUMAN SOLAR SYSTEM

It’s an exo-moon converted into an underground PIRATE HAVEN

which has a HUGE SPACE SHIPS STATION and a LUNAR LANDING

PLATFORM on the surface. There are massive towers with huge

AUTOMATED SENTRY LASER CANNONS along the surface’s borders.

The lunar landing platform is on a RAILROAD which has a MAIN

CIRCULAR TRACK and ADJOINING TRACKS in all directions. The

main circular track passes through the space ships station.

OBLONG space ships begin to land on the landing Platform.

A Huge gate opens ACROSS a side of the moon and --

Our pirate shuttle spins as few shuttles go into the pirate

haven. Our pirate shuttle then goes inside.

BACK TO THE MOON’S SURFACE, the landing platform starts

moving as the rest of the space ships land on it -- the

ships are queued like a series of wagons.

The landing platform moves toward the SPACE SHIPS STATION.

INT. CASINO - PIRATE HAVEN - MOON

It’s an ET CASINO with smart tables. Most of the people are

human-like being, they’re playing various alien casino games

around futuristic smart tables with HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAYS.

Dozens of people cluster around two men playing an ALIEN

COLLECTIBLE CARD GAME, on a table. A pair of five FACE

E-CARDS are set on the table. One of the gamer is hefty and

villain. Two alien hot girls’ hands are on his shoulders.

One of the hot girls extends a pipe toward his mouth, he

drags on it and blows the smoke as he lays his sixth face

e-card on the table. The e-card reacts and depicts a

holo-figurine of a pirate. All eyes turn to his opponent...
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Felix, who sits calmly. He’s twenty two with the body of a

natural athlete, his very stillness sets him apart. His face

is filled with the perplexity of one who has been looking

for answers to fill a crater in his soul beyond his years.

He draws an e-card from the pack and looks at it, smiling.

He lays it on the table, next to his five one. The card

reacts and depicts the holo-figurines of two cruel alien

pirates. All eyes then gaze at the table.

ON THE TABLE’S SURFACE: Felix’s two pirates attack the hefty

player’s 3D figurine, killing it. The DISPLAY of the table

shows of process of transfer of funds on Felix’s account.

THE DEALER

Felix wins!

HEFTY PLAYER

Let’s double the stake, now.

FELIX

No problem!

The dealer inputs commands and gathers up the e-cards. He

shuffles them and distributes four e-cards to each players.

They grab the e-cards and glance at them.

They lay their e-cards on the table. They depict holographic

figurines of pirates. Both Felix and his opponent point and

move their figurines like chess players.

THE DEALER

Are you ready?!

Felix and his opponent nod and the dealer launches the game.

ON THE TABLE’S SURFACE: Both players’ figurines battle in

one-on-one sword fights. The hefty gambler’s figurines get

the upper hand on Felix’s figurines.

The hefty gambler sneers while Felix draws his fifth e-card.

Felix lays it on the table. It doesn’t turn the fate.

His opponent draws two more E-cards and lay them as well.

ON THE TABLE’S SURFACE: The hefty gambler’s two e-card

projects amelioration icons which strengthens his figurines’

stuffs. They begin to annihilate Felix’s figurines.

The hefty gambler is confident he’ll win whatever happens.

Felix draws his sixth e-card and gets a joker. He shows his

hand and lays it on the table. It projects in the air nine

undifferentiated holographic cards.
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Felix randomly points to select one. It depicts a 3D armored

pirate in the air, which drops off to the table’s surface.

Felix’s victory is on all face. The hot girls stand from his

opponent’s chair to approaches him, caressing him.

The hefty player’s face is filled with anger of a bad loser

as Felix’s Armored holo-pirate slashes his figurines.

ON THE TABLE’S SURFACE: Felix’s armored holo-pirate wields

two swords to slash the hefty player’s last figurines.

THE DEALER

Felix wins once again!

As the GRAPHIC shows funds transfer, his opponent’s eyes

shift to a partner, giving him a signal to secretly hurls an

e-card nearer Felix. Unnoticed, the partner hurls an e-card.

HEFTY PLAYER

Whose e-card is beneath your chair?

Felix looks around to see the e-card. He looks back to his

opponent as other people around him see it.

FELIX

That’s not mine. Search the owner!

The hefty player punches the table with his massive arms,

spooking everyone around him, except Felix who’s calm.

HEFTY PLAYER

Furthermore, you’ve got a nerve to

speak to me in that tone of voice?!

FELIX

Keep calm and play or accept your

defeat! I don’t like problems!

HEFTY PLAYER

I don’t like bad cheaters!

FELIX

I don’t like bad losers either!

His opponent stands grimly and the people around move away.

HEFTY PLAYER

(Cracking his hand)

Well, let’s see how you like bad

beaters!

He flings away the smart table and attracts the attention of

TWO SECURITY GUARDS, who cradle Electroshock nightsticks.
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The dealer gives the GUARDS a signal and they converge on

The hefty gambler. He seizes guard #1 by the hand, snatches

his nightstick to blocks the attack of guard #2. He then

points it at his neck and fires an Electric shock, sending

him on the floor. He turns back to the seized guard as --

Most of the gamblers approaches to see. He knocks him out,

headbutting him. He then increases the shock power, glares

at Felix and charges --

Felix stands and grabs his chair. He block with it as his

opponent thrusts the nightstick. The chair REACTS with the

HIGH-POWERED ELECTRIC SHOCK and sends it back at his

opponent, making him vibrate like a fucking cell phone.

His opponent wets his pants as the nightstick discharges on

him. There’s an expectant hush as he falls on the floor.

All gamblers gawk at Felix like: "You’re a real sassy"!

The hefty player stands up, with all his might. He looks at

people as they start laughing at him. He notices that he

drenched his pants. He looks at Felix with a look of hatred.

He charges again and punches, Felix ducks to dodge. They

begin to fight but Felix is nimble and arrives to kick box

in his face, without getting blows.

DEALERS approach gamblers, handing them alien CREDIT CARD

TERMINALS. The gamblers start making side bets around the

hand-to-hand combat with their CREDIT CARDS While --

The pirate shuttle’s two drivers’ shadows enter FRAME to

come across them. The drivers’ name are TOUKOU and DJORO.

Furious, the hefty player punches with a feral instinct of

killer, driving back Felix, toward a table.

Felix jumps on the table as he sees a flying delivery drone

approaching. His opponent looks up and tries to sweep off

Felix’s legs but Felix jumps high and grabs helicopter-like

legs of the drone. He then swings back and back somersaults

in the air kicking in his opponent’s face --

The blow knocks his opponent backward and Felix lands on his

feet. He takes aim to attack again but sees his opponent has

gone K.O! He then returns to his smart table to pulls out

his credit card while all gamblers gawk at him.

The hefty player’s eyes blink while Felix removes off his

credit card. Felix puts his card into his pocket as the

hefty player rolls himself up to quick-draw a laser sword.
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He charges at Felix, who tries to removes his Laser sword

from his belt to fight but he did not bring it.

Felix thinks fast and throws a chair at the hefty player,

who slashes it in two. He front push kicks Felix as He nears

him. The blow sends Felix back, in front of Toukou’s shadow.

The hefty gambler lifts his laser sword, runs straight at

Felix and swings, letting out a SCREECH OF VENGEANCE but --

Toukou joins in, blocking the blow with Felix’s Laser sword.

Toukou is a one-eyed pirate and wears a smart patch with

night vision over his missing eye. He also wears a pirate’s

hat and a futuristic leather overcoat. He carries a LASER

PISTOL on his hip. He’s fifty and determined.

With locked laser blades, Toukou presses for advantages.

Felix squints up at Toukou and quickly rolls himself up.

HEFTY PLAYER

Clear off! I want this guy!

TOUKOU

Believe me, that’s a bad idea.

Toukou pulls away and throws Felix the sword. Felix catches

it by the hilt and takes aim.

The hefty player swings at him. He blocks the blow. A sword

fight opens up. Back and forth, Felix and his opponent

exchange blows and parries with laser swords.

All eyes are on them. Various gamblers call out for

encouragement: He’s a big pussy!, kill him, etc...

They keep fighting but Felix’s agility and skills come into

play, he rolls away as the hefty player swings his sword at

his head. He grabs the other electroshock nightstick and

rolls himself up, throwing the nightstick at the hefty

player’s testicles as --

The hefty player converges him. The nightstick delivers

electric shock, the hefty player vibrates, his eyes roll

upward and he falls down. K.O!

Groans from the losers as the CARDS TERMINALS transfer funds

to the gamblers who staked on Felix. All gamblers and

DEALERS go back to their CASINO GAMES.

Djoro and Toukou approaches Felix. Djoro is twenty four and

his color is dark purple. He is dressed with pirate stuffs.
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TOUKOU

A space pirate should never travel

without his laser sword --

Felix turns to them, switching off his laser sword.

DJORO

Nor without his pet.

FELIX

I came to play games not to fight.

But why did you both come here?

TOUKOU

We’ve got a vessel to board and I

need my best swordsman --

DJORO

And your pet also needs you.

FELIX

Is it made at me?

DJORO

No, but It has a grudge against the

pets of other members of our guild!

Felix puts the hilt on his belt.

FELIX

(to Toukou)

Is there a lot of money?

TOUKOU

There’s enough money to secure you

for one year.

FELIX

I like that!

They look at the hefty player as dozens of guards approach

him. The guards grab him and turns away with him.

DJORO

(Looks up at a camera)

The cameras recorded the fight.

Felix and Toukou gaze at the CAM as Djoro lowers his head.

TOUKOU

This video will get a lot of views.
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FELIX

I dislike viral videos.

FADE OUT:


